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THE MOON DEBACLES OF THE NNB
jamiat and BOGUS ‘uucsa’
Moon debacles, especially at the time of Ramadhaan and Eid have become a perennial
phenomenon. When the Shariah is assigned a secondary role, and false and vain desires
and objectives are accorded preference and priority, the inevitable consequence will be a
debacle in terms of the Shariah.
Allah Ta’ala has ordained a simple – extremely simple – method for the determination of
the Islamic months. That method is to simply sight the Hilaal (the Crescent Moon) and
end the existing month to commence the new month. To confirm a sighting is also quite
simple. The Fuqaha have explained in detail the requisites for this simple process.
On one occasion an illiterate village dweller coming from the outskirts of Madina
reported that he had seen the hilaal. No one else had seen it nor reported a sighting.
Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) only asked him if he believed in Allah and His
Rasool. When the A’raabi (the rustic) confirmed his Imaan by responding in the
affirmative, Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) issued instructions to announce the
commencement of Ramadhaan. There were no requisites of superfluity, futility and
stupidity such as the fabrications of the astronomers and the quarter-baked molvis of
Bogus ‘uucsa’ and the miscreant NNB jamiat of Fordsburg.
According to the Shariah, once a sighting of the hilaal has been reliably confirmed, it is
Waajib to make the announcement and execute the obligations related to the month. It
is haraam and treacherous to conceal this information from the community for the sake
of some hallucinated objective of a false ‘unity’. The NNB jamiat and Bogus ‘uucsa’ are
guilty of this major crime of Kitmaanul Haqq (Concealing the Truth), and confusing Haqq
with baatil.
It is the policy of the NNB jamiat to conceal this information, and this is done at the
behest of the MJC Carrion vendor, the agenda being a false and a haraam ‘unity’. If the
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sighting of the hilaal has been confirmed by the NNB jamiat, it does not have the ‘right’
according to the MJC of making the announcement of confirmation. The haraam ‘unity’
policy of BOGUS ‘uucsa’ demands that the NNB jamiat seals its lips, conceals the Haqq,
causes confusion with plausible LIES to deceive the Muslim community until the MJC
confirms a Cape Town sighting where the sun sets about an hour later.
One does not need to be a molvi or a sheikh to understand this haraam stance of the
NNB jamiat. Whilst the Shariah commands that the announcement be made, the policy of
false and haraam ‘unity’ demands that the news of the sighting should be suppressed
despite the confirmation. Thus, the consequence is a debacle.
Others who are not fettered to the flotsam BOGUS bodies, will announce the
commencement of Ramadhaan for example, whilst the NNB jamiat molvis will be in
floundering in a quandary because the sun has as yet not set in Cape Town. The NNB
jamiat is constrained by the haraam policy to conceal the truth. In order to justify this
haraam concealment of the Haqq, the NNB molvis will go to inordinate lengths to find
deficiencies in the sighting of those who had reported to other reliable organizations.
As long as the Shariah is not regarded as Allah’s immutable Law and accorded priority
over all stupid policies and false concepts of ‘unity’, the debacles will continue. The
people of Haqq will not wait for the BOGUS characters to make their announcement.
Once the sighting of the hilaal is confirmed, the announcement shall be made. The
Qur’aan’s message for BOGUS ‘uucsa’, the NNB jamiat, the MJC and all of their ilk is:
“Do not confuse the Haqq with baatil (falsehood), and do not conceal the Haqq whilst
you are aware.”

